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Abstract
Research has shown that women are becoming increasingly involved in terrorism; the
relationship is not a new phenomenon and is not the paradox society perceives it to be.
Blinded by masculine and chauvinistic stigmas, women terrorists can often evade security
and policing strategies. Whilst policing of terrorism has significantly increased, restricting
the freedom of the terror plight, terrorist groups are seeking to evolve in their methods
using the weaknesses within policing strategies and social stigmas to gain an advantage. It
would appear that environments that restrain the social movement of women are generally
the countries of which terrorism originates. By providing safe havens and opportunities for
increased social status and identity they are breeding grounds for female recruitment and
participation. Motivated by dualistic factors, literature has revealed these women gain
higher profile media attention when executing their crimes, compared to men encouraging
greater recruitment of women to support the terrorist cause. Counter terrorism strategies
tend to be directed by a masculine gender profile ignoring females as equal adversaries and
threat. Whilst it is not a new phenomenon, female terrorists partaking in leadership roles
are increasing around the world and will continue whilst the weakness in gendered social
stigma remains. It is important that counter terrorism strategies address and integrate
gender into policies to curtail this ever increasing trend. The purpose of this research is to
examine the gendered terrorist stereotype, analysing the roles and motivations of women in
terrorism and organisations, I believe that current strategies are not prepared for this
threat. The main hypothesis is that by approaching gender within counter terrorism
strategies it can provide greater perspective on the severity of the threat. I also argue that
this can only be done by a radical change in social stigma with an increased representation
of women partaking in policy changes and recommendations.
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Introduction

‘Women as Terrorists’
An Insoluble Paradox
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Women constantly fight for recognition and equality, those who turn to crime do not come
from a rank of losers, instead criminologists title them as ‘able’ criminals who are smart,
proficient, versatile and eager. When these strengths are channelled to support the
terrorist cause, they have the potential to be the more efficient terrorist compared to men
through exploitation of the gender cliché (Davies; 2006; Galvin, 2013). Women and
terrorism is a very limited research area, confined by social stereotype it is often
misunderstood and under estimated. Studies of female crime have been stalled for many
years but women’s involvement is significantly the opposite. The relationship between
women and terror has only recently gained academia and media discourse because such
actions violate gender stigmas. It is established that women are generally the less violent
gender but it is not the impossibility that society is led to believe. The greatest weakness of
society is the failure to associate women and terror. The thought provokes bemusement
and bewilderment within communities, governments and policing but it is not a new
phenomenon, by committing 60% of assassination suicide attacks for which gender was
identified, they were, and are, a current threat (Hearne, 2009; O’Rourke, 2009; Galvin, 2013;
Council of Europe, 2014).
Perceived as the insoluble paradox, women terrorists have been ever present in our
societies and history. I wanted to understand this stigma and research what gender specifics
could be identified, if any, to establish appropriate policing techniques to ensure that the
threat is acknowledged and curtailed.
In this research I needed to reflect upon the historical and contemporary relationships
between women and terror to distinguish if the threat is new, current or even understood.
By establishing that this relationship is not definitive to secular parts of society, it appears
significant to those who are confined by social stereotype and perceived gender norms
allowing for exploitation of a gender cliché by terrorist organisations (Davis, 2006; Mahan
and Griset, 2008).
To understand what was leading this biased view of the relationship, I researched the area
of gender stereotypes and the advantages it provided the terrorist cause. With opinions and
social stigmas portraying women as the weaker, innocent, gender the belief that they could
be partaking in violent extremism, leading as suicide bombers, murdering civilians and even
becoming role models to other recruits remains an insoluble paradox to all. This
misconception allows for greater shock and increased profile for the terrorist cause (Hearne,
2009; Leede, 2014).
Attempting to police such a complex relationship, I felt that it was intrinsic to understand
what motivates these women to join such organisations. Whilst of a dualistic nature,
motivations seem to be defined by areas of combat and contextual social analysis. Many
have argued that men’s motivations are similar to that of women, but I have found that
these are significantly different and should be central in the considerations for prevention
techniques (Jacques and Taylor, 2008; Speckhard, 2008).
This misconstrued reflection of women’s motivations remains similar to the understanding
of roles women can play in terrorism and the prevention of it. My research found that
whilst they continue to be underestimated and masked with a chauvinist stigma they
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continue to remain invisible to society as a risk but act as a camouflaged strategic asset for
terrorist organisations, providing tactical advantages.
The ability to blind society with the trusted stereotype has impacted on counter terrorism
strategies. I struggled to understand that as this relationship between women and terror
was not a paradox, or a new revelation, why policing strategies still failed to acknowledge it.
To do this I researched what areas of counter terrorism strategies specifically targeted
gender in order to police this complex area (Sutten, 2009; Home Office, 2011; Galvin, 2013).
My research found that due to an under representation of women in policing and
government policy making, there remained a poor understanding of research and available
strategy to use women in preventing terrorism as well as conceiving them as a threat.
Current strategies seem to hold a confused area of accountability and rarely refer to gender
as a way of policing.
Whilst women continue to be disregarded by society, and conceived as a weaker gender
they can continue to grow on the criminal landscape. Policing techniques are not adequate
in understanding the severity of this threat and whilst they are continuously led by the social
stigma that the relationship of women and terror is an insoluble paradox, they will continue
to be an invisible asset to terrorist organisations.
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CHAPTER 1
‘Women as Terrorists’
An Insoluble Paradox
Is it a New
Phenomenon?
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“No one who understands the feminist movement, or who knows the soul of a real woman
would make the mistake of supposing that the modern woman is fighting because she wants
to be a man. That idea is the invention of masculine intelligence. Women are fighting today,
as she has all the way through the ages, for the freedom to be a woman”.
(Hamman, 2009 cited in Sutten, 2009)
Whilst hard for society, governments and policing worldwide to comprehend, women have
been supporters of, involved in, co-founders of, fighters in and leaders of terrorist and rebel
organisations for centuries. My research has found women as co-founders of terrorist
organisations such as The People’s Will dating back to the 19th century (Knight,1979).
Leaders and participants in groups such as The Red Army Faction, Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine (PLFP), Liberation of Tamil Tigers Eelam (LTTE), Kurdistan Workers
Party, Shining Path, Al Qaeda and Lord’s Resistance Army in the 20th Century to current day
contribution, membership and leaders of radical causes such as The Black Widows of
Chechnya and ISIS (Knight, 1979; Eager, 2008; Mahan and Griset, 2008; Hearne, 2009;
Sutten, 2009). With such a vast history of female involvement I want to reflect briefly on
what history unveils and prove that women involved in terrorism is not a paradox, nor a new
phenomenon, to do this I have selected a concentrated variation to reflect upon to establish
the severity of the threat that still causes society to be astounded.
1.1 The People’s Will
My research takes me to my earliest terrorist group that I have found to have women
participants; The People’s Will. They were established in 1879 as a Russian far left terrorist
organisation in a time of diverse liberation from Russia. Ten out of the 29 members were
women and it is noted that between 1905 and 1908, eleven terrorist attacks were
conducted by women. Two of the co-founders Sophia Perovskaya and Vera Figner were
ultimately responsible for the attack on Tsar Alexander II when he met his death travelling
from Michaelovsky Palace to St Petersburg (Knight, 1979). Their dedication was seen as a
sign of their devout commitment to the revolution through their willingness to die. This
fanatical perseverance encouraged many women to partake in their dangerous revolution in
leadership roles (Knight, 1979).
1.2 The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP)
The PFLP are known to be anti-imperialists with a fanatical Marxist leader, Dr. George
Habash. Active since the 1960s, they were financed by the Soviet KGB and initially there
were no female leaders but Leila Khaled became a central figure in their organisation
(Hearne, 2009). In September 1970, four airliners were hijacked by PFLP demanding the
release of various members that had been captured. Two planes landed in Jordan and Cairo,
on releasing the passengers the plane in Cairo was blown up obtaining vast media attention.
The passengers of the fourth plan overpowered the terrorists and were redirected to
Heathrow where all members were arrested by UK police; one of these individuals was Leila
Khaled (Eager, 2008). One week later PFLP hijacked another plane demanding her release,
the British Cabinet were concerned that bargaining with terrorists would encourage the
terrorist plight and that they would lose credibility within international civil aviation circles.
After various demands, Khaled was released in exchange for passengers aboard the plane.
Khaled stated that it was important to know that the PFLP could enforce stipulations where
Western nations would negotiate; this, she stated, gave them the courage to continue their
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efforts. The vast media attention meant that Khaled became a sex symbol for her story
encouraging women to join the organisation (Eager, 2008). Without her involvement, this
organisation would have struggled to gain the status that it obtained through the high media
attention it received.
1.3 The Liberation of Tamil Tigers Eelam
Broadwell (2006) noted that this 1976 left wing nationalist group pioneered using women to
commit suicide attacks with the use of suicide belts. Their female membership comprised of
over a third of the organisation with various duties of fighting on the battlefield, domestic
duties in the kitchen and medical demands in the camps. Sutten (2009) found that in 1983
the role of women was ‘solidified’ into a women only division called the Women’s Front of
the Liberation Tigers. With no gender segregation, women trained in military tactics and
martial arts at the women only school partaking in all levels of the organisation such as the
army, navy and suicide squads (Jordan, 2007 cited in Sutten, 2009).
1.4 The Black Widows of Chechnya
Mahan and Griset (2008) found that this organisation was created for women who wanted
to avenge the deaths of their husbands in military attacks during the Russian conflicts in
2000. Parfitt (2006, cited in Mahan and Griset, 2008) believed that the organisation was
also driven by the corrupt governmental elections as well as the regular abductions in 2006
where 2,736 Chechens were registered as missing which is believed to be as a result of
government oppression. There are two renowned incidents known as the ‘Moscow Theatre
Hostage Crisis’ and the ‘Day of Knowledge’. In 2002, 19 Black Widows took hostage a
theatre containing over 130 men, women and children. Throughout the struggle, terrorists
killed three of the hostages; Russian military intervened and gassed the theatre rendering all
unconscious, on doing so killed all at the scene. In 2004, over 1,200 children, parents and
teachers were taken hostage for 52 hours at a school in Beslan. Whilst no one was
intentionally killed by the Black Widows, an accidental explosion resulted in a ten hour gun
battle killing 330 hostages and 32 terrorists (Mahan and Griset, 2008). It is estimated that
42% of the 200 Chechen suicide bombings have been completed by women (Davis, 2006;
Sutten, 2009).
1.5 Contemporary Women Terrorists
It is evident that women have been involved and cofounders of terrorism for a vast time, is it
still a contemporary issue? Whilst the Chechen Black Widows have been active in the 21st
Century, there have also been further evolvements of the female terrorist. Whether
through greater research or intense media attention, the roles and impact of women
terrorists is more severe than previously realised. The aforementioned groups reflect
individuals confined to Eastern cultures, is that to say women from the West are less
dangerous? Research depicts that western cultures are now also involved in terrorism more
so than previously, with great knowledge of large scale female orientated terrorist groups
evading capture, this thematic has now invaded western cultures increasing unidentified
threat levels. In 2008 Western European, Muriel Degaugue, married a Muslim man and was
radicalised by Al Qaeda to join the organisation in Baghdad. The Belgian committed a
suicide car bomb attack in 2005 against US Military, whilst she was the only person killed her
attack was intended to injure and kill more (Zedalis, 2008). Myers and Stewart (2014)
reported that Samantha Lewthwaite allegedly left Britain in 2009 before being linked to the
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atrocities in Africa. The Britain is reported to have joined Islamic State fighters in Syria and is
one of its most powerful women.
Zedalis (2008) who is a leading Counter Terrorism expert has determined that Islamic
terrorist organisations will continue to use women, especially westerners, as they provide
the advantage of blending in with the enemy state with little concern filling strategic
positions. These terrorists groups can manipulate the stereotypes of women to suit their
violent goals. As with evolution, terrorists sought to renew their impact on victims who
have become desensitised to their cause and what better tool than the use of women
terrorists breaking the gender stereotype (Hearne, 2009).
Various newspaper stories in 2015 have reported on a young girl killing 19 in a busy market
in Africa. The 10 year old is reported to be associated to Boko Haram, who are increasingly
using women and girls as human bombs to increase attention for their campaign (Sky News,
2015; The Guardian, 2015). Al Qaeda, Boko Haram and Islamic State provide contemporary
examples of females being used in a current climate of terrorist activity. History has
dictated that this is not a new phenomenon instead indicated that using women is an asset
to an organisation (Sutten, 2009). With a lack of research and understanding of the field of
women and terror, supported by the social stigma that women and terror is an insoluble
paradox, terrorist organisations take advantage of this gender stereotype to promote their
cause.
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CHAPTER 2
‘Women as Terrorists’
An Insoluble Paradox
The Advantages of
Gender Stereotyping
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“We are not checking women deliberately. You see, one day, when one of our officers was
going on an open vehicle, there were two young women on the roadside. One waved while
the other raised her skirt and fired an automatic gun at our officers. Don’t you think we have
to check women? It is women who are carrying weapons strapped to their thighs and in
their blouses”.
(Thiranagama et al, 1990, 316)
By highlighting this unpreparedness in combat, Thiranagama et al (1990) have revealed the
ability of women to enable a shock attack. Through a breaking of social stigma they can
attack the unsuspecting with ease. Literature has identified that women and terror is not
the paradox we perceive, yet when I viewed the following images, I continued to be
misguided by the preconception of gender stereotyping and was unable to consider the
destruction, murderous and deviant acts these women had committed.
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The Black Widows of Chechnya

Muriel Degauque
The Belgian committed a
suicide car bomb attack
in 2005 against US
Military, whilst she was
the only person killed
her attack was intended
to injure and kill more
(Zedalis, 2008).
Image 1

In 2002, 19 Black Widows took hostage a theatre
containing over 130 men, women and children.
Throughout the struggle the terrorists killed 3 of the
hostages; Russian military intervened and gassed the
theatre rendering all unconscious, on doing so killed all
at the scene. In 2004, over 1,200 children, parents and
teachers were taken hostage for 52 hours in a school in
Beslan. It is estimated that 42% of the 200 Chechen
suicide bombings have been completed by women
(Davis, 2006 and Sutten, 2009).
Image 2

Samantha Lewthwaite
She allegedly left Britain in
2009 before being linked
to the atrocities in Africa.
The Britain is reported to
have joined Islamic State
fighters in Syria (ISIS) and
is one of its most powerful
women (Myers and
Stewart, 2014).
Image 3

Zahra Halane

Vera Figner and Sophia Lvovna
Perovskaya

The reader was met with
innocence and passiveness
when speaking of the
teenager’s habits of eating
pizza with friends rather
than referring to the AK47
that she had been highly
trained with (Ryan, 2015).
Image 6

As cofounders of the People’s Will they were
responsible for the attack on Tsar Alexander II
when he met his death travelling from
Michaelovsky Palace to St Petersburg (Knight,
1979).
Image 4 and 5

Fusako Shigenobu
The media titled her as the ‘Red Queen of
Terror’. She led her organisation to commit
various attacks throughout the 1970s and
1980s. They were the only rebel group prior
to Al Qaeda to attack the United States in their
homeland. Shigenobu was sentenced to 20
years imprisonment where, since then her life
story has been the inspiration behind the Kill
Bill movie series where she is characterised as
Lucy Liu (Eager, 2008; Galvin, 2013).
Image 7

Liberation of Tamil Tigers Eelam (LTTE)
O’Rourke (2009) found that Tamil women had
reported to an aid organisation that they had been
victims of rape, within days the LTTE had persuaded
them to become suicide attackers in order to
‘recover the family honour of having sex with
Sinhalese men’.
Image 8

Leila Khaled

Female Islamic State fighters
Al Qaeda (AQ), Boko Haram and Islamic State (IS) provide
contemporary examples of females being used in a
current climate of terrorist activity. These terrorists
groups can manipulate the stereotypes of women to suit
their violent goals. As with evolution, terrorists sought to
renew their impact on victims who have become
desensitised to their cause and what better tool than the
use of women terrorists breaking the gender stereotype
(Hearne, 2009).
Image 9

She became a central icon for
women due to the scale of
media attention that her
terrorist plight received. She
personally raised the profile
of the organisation gaining
social equality status amongst
her community by breaking
the gender stereotype that
society had profiled her with
(Eager, 2008).
Image 10
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“Previously the suicide bomber fitted a stereotype – a male, unmarried, immature,
undereducated, aged between 17-23 and fanatically religious... today, the martyr has
evolved: he has become a she.”
(Foden, 2003 cited in Sutten, 2009).
As Foden (2003 cited in Sutten, 2009) states there has been an evolution of the profiled
terrorist, but who and what is profiling them? Alison (2004) explains that women are
perceived as less violent and more peaceful than men, their roles and functions are as a
mother and wife who nurture the family. Such a domestic and inert stereotype is visible
around the world. This stereotype aligns with the assumption that women are not an
appropriate gender to partake in violent wars and struggles, often an insoluble paradox. To
argue this we have already established that women’s involvement and participation in
terrorism is not a new phenomenon in chapter 1, so what is confining our belief structure
and how is it advantageous to the terrorist organisation?
2.1 Bypassing the Detail
Incidents involving female terrorists will often attract large scale media attention due to the
shock of breaking traditional gender stigmas. The very image of the peaceful woman has
been used by terrorist groups to recruit women and to claim an innocent and non-violent
character by highlighting women’s involvement in their organisations (Institute for Inclusive
Security, 2014). Contrary to the belief that men also give life or nurture children, women
are always referred to as life-givers with analogies of carrying bombs instead of babies in
their wombs (Speckhard, 2008). Media portrayals treat female participants as the exception
rather than the rule, by overlooking women’s active resistance towards their possible
involvement, the media have provided a sustainable belief that women are not to be linked
to terrorism. By overlooking their active resistance means that society is only blindfolding
itself, when removing it, greater fear is instilled through this broken gender norm (Davis,
2006; Jacques and Taylor, 2009; Leede, 2014). Ryan (2015) evidenced this reporting on a
female twin joining ISIS, instead of reporting on the brutal training and involvement, instead
the reader was met with innocence and passiveness when speaking of the teenager’s habits
of eating pizza with friends rather than referring to the AK47 that she had been highly
trained with. A victimised perception of her family was also relayed to the reader regarding
radicalised members and pressures from parental figures. This is clearly a biased gender
stereotypical report by Western media. With women accounting for over half of suicide
bombings, damage to property and devastation rising from eight attacks in the 1980s to
over three hundred since 2000, figures depict that the female terrorist is not a paradox but a
fact (Mahan and Griset, 2008; Nacos, 2008; Olojo, 2013b; Chelsom-Pill, 2015).
2.2 Advantageous Gender Depictions in the Media
Western and Arab media vary their portrayals of women, Issacharoof (2006) explained that
Arab press is freer of a gender bias and downplays the individual terrorist motivations
treating both genders as equal partners. In contrast Western media focuses on personal
and physical attributes of the female in particular (social influence of a chauvinistic society)
whilst men are reflected on by group motivations such as nationalistic or religious reasons
for attack (Hearne, 2009). Nacos (2008) supports this theory of media gender stereotyping,
specifically in Western societies, and broke this down into five parts. This includes the
female terrorist’s physical appearance to assist in dramatisation, the family appearance
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often portraying victims seeking revenge for a lost loved one, for the sake of love; where
women participate to support husbands or boyfriends, women’s lib/equality frame often a
deviant expression of emancipation and finally tough as males; where they have more to
prove and often become more lethal than men. These details are rarely reported for male
counterparts in Western media. Those who seek to characterise terrorism often have an
underlying bias seeking to label events with provocative terms to demonise groups and
create headlines. Breaking the gender cliché has a shock factor for the reader and sells a
story (Hearne, 2009).
Leila Khaled of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) became a central icon
for women due to scale of media attention that her terrorist plight received. She personally
raised the profile of the organisation gaining social equality status amongst her community
by breaking the gender stereotype that society had profiled her with (Eager, 2008; Szalkai,
2012). Interestingly Fusako Shigenobu initially joined the PFLP as a volunteer but later led
the Japanese Red Army. The media titled the beautiful woman as the ‘Red Queen of Terror’
who led the organisation to commit various attacks throughout the 1970s and 1980s being
the only rebel group prior to Al Qaeda to attack the United States in their homeland. At her
trial, high profile media attention was drawn to the event where Leila Khaled attended in
the gallery. Shigenobu was sentenced to 20 years imprisonment where since then her life
story has been the inspiration behind the Kill Bill movie series where she is characterised as
Lucy Liu (Eager, 2008; Galvin, 2013). Such depictions of these deadly terrorists by the media
diminish their threat to society instead creating this sexual mystique (Sternadori, 2007).
Terrorist organisations seek this advantageous reporting method to increase their profiles.
The media’s interpretations of female terrorists are consistent with patterns of societal
gender stereotypes. This is supported by Sutten (2009) in that females are very similar to
their male counterpart but differ from the standpoint that they have more to gain or lose.
In contrast Brunner (2005 cited in Sutten, 2009) argues that women are different as they
stand as boundary stones of a new escalation in conflict.
2.3 The Consequences of Portraying a Gender Stereotype
It is important that the media withdraws from broadcasting stereotypical gender bias of
women’s roles and behaviour. The media restrict themselves to cases of female suicide
bombers, excluding operational/logistical, leadership and ideological roles that women can
play (Vienna. OSCE, 2012). By highlighting the risks, when only reporting one half of the
gender stereotype, it will significantly benefit security by highlighting bias western reporting
and errors in profiles derived from western sources (Jacques and Taylor, 2009). Reliance on
easily stereotypical descriptions has hindered the understanding of female terrorism.
Terrorist agencies that are aware of this gender bias can then exploit the gender cliché
employed by the media and counter terrorism agencies (Jacques and Taylor, 2009).
The gender stereotype which has been led by social tradition and enforced by media
influence has created a weakness in our society which terrorist organisations seek to exploit.
Whilst society attempts to ignore relationships of women and ideology, radicalisation and
violence, we potentially ignore and miss what motivates these individuals to join such
organisations. This is evident in Simons and Greenwood (2015) where it becomes evident
that three girls travelling to Syria could have, in fact, been radicalised by their father. This
misreporting held significant difference to previous weeks in Sky News (2015c) where the
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blame was held with the police for poor intelligence sharing. Whoever is to blame this
clearly dictates that we as a society do not want to comprehend the paradox of women and
terror let alone consider their motivations for joining these ideological causes. Women have
begun to challenge their status to enemies as well as male only terrorist groups. Efforts to
understand these relative impacts and the changing nature of motivation over time, are
likely to make a significant contribution to understanding female terrorism and its
curtailment (Mahan and Griset, 2008; Jacques and Taylor, 2012).
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CHAPTER 3

‘Women as Terrorists’
An Insoluble Paradox

The Motivations
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‘A woman is often perceived as a victim of violence or of society, as widows, mothers or as
passive supporters. She symbolises the guardian of tradition, a symbol of motherhood and
life. How can she then, seemingly contradictory to this, give her life to violence and death?’
(Warsaw. OCSE, 2005)
Understanding the motivational drivers of female terrorism could be key to counter
terrorism strategies and prevention techniques. With such restrictions on social perceptions
on women as described by the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe, society
is often blindsided by the powerful female terrorist threat. It has been established that
there is no evidence to suggest that men are more vengeful than women or vice versa and
therefore should be considered an equal threat (Jacques and Taylor, 2008). This completely
breaks Alison’s (2004) stereotype of women as less violent and more peaceful as portrayed
in my previous chapter. Recognising that societal oppression may play a minor role in selfrecruitment, there is also a strong argument that women do not primarily enable self
destruction to fight a feminist cause. Instead it is a legitimate pathway to enact revenge,
escape pain and express societal outrage over injustices receiving glory in death (Victor,
2006; Bloom, 2007; Speckhard, 2008). Efforts to understand these relative impacts and
changing natures of motivations will provide significant contributions to understanding
female terrorism (Mahan and Griset, 2008; Jacques and Taylor, 2008).
Speckhard (2008) distinguished a significant difference in motivational drivers in conflict and
non-conflict zones. Motivations such as personal loss, trauma, revenge and fear were often
linked to areas of conflict. In contrast, non-conflict zones derived that females were driven
by social controls, deprivation, corruption, reduced opportunities with traits of feminism
and emancipation. It is important to note that both terrorist groups seem to be linked by
dualistic drivers of personal and ideological natures (Cunningham, 2003). An area of
research limitation to be considered is the reduced understanding of motivations of female
suicide bombers as they rarely leave behind detailed accounts of their lives. However, I
want to look in more detail at these significant drivers to understand whether there are
significant differences between gender profiles that can be used in preventative strategies.
3.1 Non-Conflict Zone Drivers
Studies by the World Bank revealed a close relationship between terrorism and gross
domestic product. Weinberg (2005) explained that whilst wealthier countries are more
sustainable to terrorist acts, poverty and deprivation are breeding grounds for terrorism. In
short years, Syria, has gone from being the world’s second largest refugee-hosting country
to replacing Afghanistan as the biggest refugee population worldwide due to ongoing
terrorist conflict (Kent, 2015). Women and children are the most impoverished
demographic groups in the world leaving them as central targets for terrorist organisations
to recruit. Women are often involved in terrorist activities to make up for the financial
burden after the loss of a patriarchal figure. Both mothers and daughters are known to
sacrifice themselves enabling the rest of the family to survive (Bloom, 2007; Byrd and
Decker, 2008). Supported by Olojo (2013a) the relation between gender marginalisation
and underdevelopment is easy to root extremism amongst the economically defenceless
and illiterate. Intensified focus on educational and professional enhancement for young
girls and women is necessary for cultivating an environment where radicalisation is
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curtailed. This is evident in the Tamil and Chechen rebel groups. Tamil women were
susceptible to oppression of a dual nature; they bore the brunt of the national oppression
stemming from chauvinist Sinhala policy and were subjected to an internal form of social
oppression rising out of male chauvinism (Herath, 2012). This was similar to the Chechen
rebels where the influx of women into terrorism was not a foreign influence, instead due to
domineering Russian domination where human rights were heavily violated (Bloom, 2007;
Speckhard, 2008; Mahan and Griset, 2008). As for both groups such a chauvinist societal
oppression can be a driver for the female population only. Many female terrorists are
motivated by violence, displacement, hunger and lack of opportunities. Simple
advancements in the rights of women such as the ability to attend schools, receive medical
attention and maintain jobs to feed families could redirect them away from radical activity
(Warsaw. OSCE, 2005).
Speckhard (2008) believed that women held greater feelings than men of marginalisation,
alienation and negative self-identity. Supported by Jacques and Taylor (2008) they believed
that women were more likely than men to turn to terrorist groups for a sense of identity.
Three leftist groups such as the German RAF, the Red Brigades in Italy and the Shining Path
in Peru, were strongly motivated to the cause of women’s liberation and gender equality
(Mahan and Griset, 2008; Galvin, 2013). Confined by social stereotype structures, being
unmarried due to advancing age, widowhood or divorce can be a motivational factor as was
evidenced in almost half the cases of the Chechen Widows examined by O’Rourke (2009).
Societies of origin, place great emphasis on married life for women and as prospects
decrease for women, social status lessens compared to that of men. Female terrorists, such
as Leila Khaled, of the PFLP, are often afforded an increase in their social status due to the
position held in a terrorist organisation, gaining equality with male counterparts (O’Rourke,
2009; Sutten, 2009).
The feminist driver is one to be considered on both terrorist and prevention campaigns. The
severity of its power can be seen in Wafa Idris, a suicide bomber in the Palestine Arsenal of
Terror, where she detonated herself in Jerusalem 2002. Since the incident, parades,
concerts, summer camps and university courses have been created in her honour. She
turned to terrorism after suffering several miscarriages, being divorced by her husband for
her infertility and being shunned by family (Mahan and Griset, 2008; Hearne 2009; Szalkai,
2012). High media attention did not depict the contextual reasons for her cause; instead a
sympathetic aura decorated the continued amateur support. As mentioned previously, Leila
Khaled of the PFLP became an idol for the role she played in the hostage exchange in the
1970s, encouraging women to join. Through detailed media attention that her involvement
brought, she personally raised the profile of the organisation gaining high social status
(Bloom, 2007; Eager, 2008). In contrast, countries such as Nigeria, areas of human rights
and political participation, women are not recognised. In February 2013, over one hundred
women protested on the streets of Borno State square. They were protesting as family
members were alleged to be members of terror group Boko Haram and being held against
their will by state authorities. What was a peaceful protest, dispersed into chaos when
shots were fired by the Joint Taskforce of the Nigerian government. This gives a clear
indication that Nigerian leadership do not fully appreciate women as powerful agents of
peaceful processes or resolution (Olojo, 2013b).
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3.2 Conflict Zone Drivers
Speckhard (2008) segregated motivators of personal loss, revenge, nationalism and
expressions of community outrage as motivations for women in conflict zones. Considering
that revenge motivators are equal to that of male counterparts (Jacques and Taylor, 2008)
considerations of fear and trauma must be considered. I want to look at these drivers in
more detail.
Research has shown that all of the women in the Chechen rebel movement were reacting to
traumatic experiences and avenging the death and torture of close family figures, studies
showed that 88% had experienced the death of an immediate family member in the
Chechen Russian conflict (Ahkmedova, 2006, cited in Mahan and Griset, 2008; Speckhard,
2008; Sutten, 2009). With the loss of dominant figures in households the traditional
Chechen women’s lifestyle had a tremendous emotional, physical and financial impact.
Speckhard (2008) found that many women spoke of themselves as already dead or the living
dead because of all that they had lived through. O’Rourke (2009) believed that in the
context of conflict, the killing of a family member acted as a dual purpose of increasing
incentives for revenge and further recruitment highlighting the victimisation of the women
to gain sympathy for the groups cause. This, as previously highlighted by individuals such as
Wafa Idris, portrays their deaths as more heroic than horrifying (Bloom, 2007; Mahan and
Griset, 2008). The recruitment of women for terrorist operations and methods used to
persuade them are not random but carefully selected. By abusing these motivations of
women, terrorist organisations use these to their advantage. By leveraging the innocence,
emotional distress and thirst for revenge within the female, they are able to channel it in
terrorist activities (Zedalis, 2008; O’Rourke, 2009).
The behaviours that follow these specific traits support Speckhard’s (2008) simplified driver
theory of conflictual and non-conflictual environments, as well as supporting Cunningham’s
(2003) motive of dualistic and complex reasoning behind female terrorism.
3.3 Honour
Honour is one of the most desired status symbols in Middle Eastern societies and an
important element of an unspoken cultural code of the ethnic majority, which is the duty of
the men to uphold the respectability of their women. The Purdah which is the prevention of
men seeing women through physical segregation and covering of women’s bodies and skin
is an element of protection of a family’s pride and honour (Stowasser, 1987; Holt, 2011).
Speckhard’s (2008) theory does not consider drivers of shame and dishonour which can
occur in both conflict and non-conflict zones where there is widespread violence directed
specifically towards women during and after conflictual fragmentation and defeat. Women
are frequent objects of intimidation and rape by warlords, bandits and rebel leaders to
dishonour opposing communities. When sexually compromised and potentially pregnant,
females want to exit life honourably rather than be subject to family led honour killings,
personal humiliation and shame extending to their families (Bloom, 2007; Speckhard, 2008;
Sutten, 2009; O’Rourke, 2009; Leede, 2014). O’Rourke (2009) found that Tamil women had
reported to an aid organisation that they had been victims of rape, within days the LTTE had
persuaded them to become suicide attackers in order to ‘recover the family honour of
having sex with Sinhalese men’. Similarly, Sutten (2009) uncovered that women were
regularly filmed being raped by Chechen rebel militants and blackmailed at the risk of
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dishonouring families and opposing enemies. This also included examples of married
women, who were forcibly raped by acquaintances of their husbands to make them unfit as
wives. These terrorist organisations provide opportunities for women to redeem their
honour and seek purity in the afterlife.
This honourable avengement after trauma Leede (2014) refers to as the bottom up
approach. Affecting social opinion it also impacts on the victim’s self-identity which
Speckhard (2008) noted as only occurring in non-conflict zones, strengthening Cunningham’s
(2003) argument of dualistic and complex motivators.
Another context not considered by Speckhard’s theory but can be interpreted in
Cunningham’s (2003) argument is familial relationships. Leede (2014) considered this
approach as the horizontal approach where women are often recruited into organisations as
a result of their kinship or paternal relations. These women are from a highly patriarchal
society which expects them to obey men. Oppressive controls allow women to be recruited
easily into similar contextual organisations, where family members may already be involved,
over 75% of terrorists have been found to have pre-existing familial bonds to members
already involved in terrorist organisations, although there is no definitive gender specific
statistics (Bloom, 2007; Sageman, 2004 cited in Jacques and Taylor, 2008; Sutten, 2009;
Leede, 2014).
3.4 Familial Pressure
Family pressures can also extend to fathers pushing for strict traditions on young daughters
being brought up in free democratic societies. Evident in Ryan (2013) and This World:
Britain’s Jihadi Brides (2015) young women are impressionable and confused, whilst
intelligent they are seeking emancipation, not in the western sense, but to seek a sense of
belonging, unpressurised marriage in line with the Muslim faith, free from the pressures of
education and employment instead to return to the homeland. It has been proven that
fathers of several girls who have made this journey from the UK to join the Islamic State in
Syria are likely to have radicalised their own daughters. It must be noted that these girls
may have also been radicalised through the internet but it is important to understand that
these family relationships have a significant impact on driving these motivations. In the
same documentary a story of a French girl, who was radicalised through the internet, was
able to be apprehended by her family, enabling a greater security barrier to be put in place
and stop the radicalisation (Davis, 2006; This World: Britain’s Jihadi Brides, 2015; Sutten,
2009; Cunningham, 2012).
3.5 Protection
Families have reportedly turned to terrorists groups to seek protection from criminals,
rogues and retaliation. The protection provided for the fighter’s family will normally remain
in place through life and beyond death supported by comfortable monitories and benefits. It
can be dangerous to the general populace and disloyal to the government causing further
destructive cycles which are not initially considered but still is a driving motivator for many
women and families in terror zones. This style of familial pressure will not be experienced
by men as often they are not restricted by the confines of such controversial behavioural
gender regimes as much as women are so it is important to note a definitive gender contrast
in motivations.
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3.6 Secular and Religious Group Recruitment
Sutten (2009) found that women are more dedicated to the cause than men because female
gender has more to gain in social circumstances proving more advantageous as a gender.
Women are often the more radicalised elements of society and are noted to fight more
courageously than men, unflinching in the use of weapons (Davis, 2006; Galvin, 2013).
O’Rourke (2009) highlighted the gender contrast between secular and religious terror
organisations. Within secular organisations gender roles tend to be less established using
women more freely in their cause. Religious organisations initially rejected women’s
involvement to support their traditional gender regimes; specifically in the Muslim
community it is against Islamic law to recruit a woman. Recently however, Muslim terror
groups have begun using women in passive and warrior roles to fight their cause showing
that strategy trumps ideology. Palestinian rebels have even modernised their afterlife
promise to include women stating that they will become even more beautiful than the 72
virgins and if they are not married they are guaranteed a pure husband in paradise entitling
them to bring 70 of their relatives to join them without suffering the anguish of the grave.
These and other similar organisations have developed recruitment tactics employing specific
gender and religious rhetoric. These methods are carefully and successfully designed to
attract females who fail to adhere to society’s gender norms (Victor, 2006; Bloom; 2007;
O’Rourke, 2009; Jacques and Taylor, 2012).
The desire to end lives as a result of feeling outcast, dishonourable and fearful, contrasts to
males who are likely to be motivated by nationalistic beliefs, foreign policy and overt radical
beliefs and pressures from extremist groups. A female’s liberation is based on dualistic
motivations of ideology and personal factors. Men’s motivations are often found in group
membership, religious involvement and previous involvement in conflict rather than
personal factors (Cunningham, 2003; Victor, 2006; Jacques and Taylor, 2012). Davis (2006)
believes this is to create a stronger gender image for men by having no weak emotional ties.
Whilst O’Rourke (2009) agrees with this thematic, Hearne (2009) argues that there is little
variation between genders and motivations which we have previously evidenced not to be
the case, if they were then how are women still evading capture. What is noticeable is that
scholars seem to identify plausible personal motives for female terrorists alone but then
continue to generalise their findings, ignoring the differences in cultural variation and
demographic values as well as terrorist organisational behaviours across both conflict and
non conflict zones.
3.7 Left and Right Wing Terrorism
Going one step further is the division between left and right wing terrorism, there seems to
be limited academic research on this topic but it has been established that left wing
terrorism attracts women who are interested in leadership and decision-making positions.
Since most leftist groups are more likely to tolerate female leadership, right wing groups, on
the other hand, will attract more women followers (Galvin, 2013). Eager (2008, cited in
Galvin, 2013) supports this theory in that studies have found that women who commit
violent crimes within right wing terrorism are more likely to hold traditional and
conservative views than liberal ones closely associated to left wing ideologies. These gender
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specific findings are significant when managing counter-terrorism strategies and should be
capitalised upon.
Understanding the motivations of these women which significantly differs from male
counterparts provides opportunities for intervention. It was recommended by Leede (2014)
that the stereotype of woman as the inferior victim should be reassessed. These individuals
are not so much a paradox but a threat to society, with intervention they can become allies.
DAC Helen Ball acknowledged this weakness in current strategy when appealing to mothers
of sons fighting in Syria but more work needs to be done to break away from the conceived
insoluble paradox of women as terrorists (BBC News UK, 2014). With a complex array of
unknown roles, the war of women’s involvement in terrorism is a detailed and developed
one, organisations have found a place for women in their cause through weaknesses in
society.
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CHAPTER 4
‘Women as Terrorists’
An Insoluble Paradox

The Roles
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“As Taliban wives they play a supporting but important role in the insurgency. Not only do
they believe in the cause, but they also assist their husbands by smuggling weapons under
their clothes, carrying messages and taking care of wounded fighters”.
(Cristiansson, 2012 cited in Leede, 2014)
As Cristiansson (2012, cited in Leede, 2014) depicts women are capable of a wide range of
terrorist tactical roles. Responsible for over half of suicide bombings, damage to property
and destruction their figures have increased from a mere eight suicide bombings in the
1980s to over three hundred since 2000. Contrary to the belief that women as terrorists are
an insoluble paradox they are not rare but a current threat (Mahan and Griset, 2008; Nacos,
2008; Olojo, 2013b; Sutten, 2009). They play an advantageous and important role in
terrorist activities, whilst society naively perceives these women as victims they are enablers
in the cause (Leede, 2014). Beside the sexual mystique of women and terror, this paradox
holds a level of public fear and insecurity. Terrorist organisations use it to a psychological
advantage ensuring that the sexual allure mingles with newsworthiness (Sternadori, 2007;
Galvin, 2013).
4.1 The Recruiter
It is important to note that whilst some women are known to join voluntarily some can
become victims of recruitment drives by terror groups (Jacques and Taylor, 2008). In
contrast women are sometimes offered to martyrs as trophies for committing terrorist
attacks which has proven to be a powerful recruitment motivator for men (Speckhard,
2008). Women are also used as tools to shame men into joining the cause. This is evident in
more religious traditional groups such as Muslim organisations; women are seen as the
dominant influence in familial settings and not in larger society as they believe in the
stronger male gendered lead. By breaking tradition and using the weaker sex instead of a
male lead it brings shame to male gendered families (Bloom, 2007; Brunner, 2005 cited in
Sutten, 2009; Galvin, 2013).
Galvin (2013) also proved that women acting as terrorist recruiters were also an important
tactic. This is evident with high school student Ofir Rahum, aged 16, he was lured to his
death in 2001 by a 26 year old woman, Mona Awana. She groomed the teenage boy over
the internet, where she then radicalised and lured him to his death shortly after meeting
with him (Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2003). This power of the sexual mystique
matches Galvin’s (2013) theory in the power of attraction, blinded by devotion and unable
to see the threat, the boy naively followed this woman into a combat zone where he was
shot dead. These women are able to reach wider audiences where terrorist recruitment is
concerned by exploiting the gender cliché. These are women who in engage in collective
passive activities directed towards recruiting and supporting the groups cause (Hearne,
2009). It is important to note that the more personally focused means of recruitment are
primarily associated with females, whereas recruitment driven by religious and social factors
tends to correlate with men (Jacques and Taylor, 2009).
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The roles that women play within terrorism is often reflected in the role they play in their
specific society and rarely do they deflect from this. The role of the passive supporter in
recruitment is supported by Mahan and Griset (2008) they defined four specific roles that
women play; Sympathisers, Spies, Warriors and Dominant Forces.
4.2 The Sympathiser
As sympathisers, these women often provide logistical support, dedicating time, offering
food and providing safe havens for fighters. Through hope and exploitation these women
offer domestic support, the outlook for organisations is an assurance of gender equality,
offering a higher quality of life and active involvement (Jacques and Taylor, 2009). Some
research suggests that women do not partake in leadership roles and due to this the
terrorist group use women as an expendable tool in suicide missions and as sacrificial lambs
(Speckhard, 2008; Jacques and Taylor, 2009). Whilst I believe that some women do not
partake in leadership roles, further research has depicted women partaking in more
developed roles.
Women previously existed only to support men through these passive support roles, but
have since evolved. They can now act as educators offering translating skills to men
interpreting religious texts; they also have the maternal ability to boost combatants offering
a ‘jihadi womb’. Through exploiting the gender cliché of lowered threat and security
assessments, they have the ability to open numerous bank accounts in various maiden
names to mask, transfer and aid in the financial burden of the cause without suspicion
(Broadwell, 2003 cited in Hearne, 2009). Supported by Mahan and Griset (2008) through
their definition of spies, the role still remains subservient, but they are still capable of
manipulating highly established security mechanisms with reduced suspicion and on a
trusted basis.

4.3 The Spy
As spies they are able to gather intelligence, serve as decoys, run messages and bypass
security checks. Speckhard (2008) determined that females can ably pass security as they
are more trusted through social gender stereotyping and therefore less aggressively
searched. There are several documented cases including Chechen, Palestinian, Kurdish and
Tamil fighters who intimated that they were pregnant when passing through security
checkpoints. Unfortunately the societies in which female terrorism attacks tend to take
place, this invasive searching can cause societal backlash, a breach of the purdah threatens
the woman’s personal and family honour, benefiting the cause and creating more leeway to
continue with their roles (Stowasser, 1987; Bloom, 2007; Holt, 2011; Council of Europe,
2014). In 2002, Palestinian women were allowed to join the terrorist organisation as it
became increasingly difficult for men to cross checkpoints. Evolving with these security
restrictions and loopholes in the gender paradox of women’s involvement, women were
instead used to transport packages, weapons and money (Speckhard, 2008; Jacques and
Taylor, 2009; Holt, 2011). By arousing less suspicion it has also been noted that men have
also been reported to dress as women to bypass security checks. This is evident when a
Somali Islamist suicide bomber, representing Al-Shabaab terror organisation, who are
reserved about the use of women, disguised himself as a woman complete with veil,
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promptly detonating his suicide belt in a crowded hotel in Mogadishu killing 24 people, of
which three were government ministers, and injuring 60 others. In groups such as these
where it is forbidden to use women, it shows a great commitment to the cause in order to
use women in such a way to achieve political goals (O’Rourke, 2009; Hearne, 2009).

4.4 The Warriors and Dominant Force
Women are clearly able to create a tactical advantage and can continue to do this on the
battlefield too. On a tactical basis they arouse less suspicion, have increased access and are
dismissed by security officials and have been socially defined as paradoxical terrorist. Whilst
warriors are still not seen as leaders in the cause they will often fight equally next to men
showing a balance in social status. These women will often execute terrorist attacks, carry
and use weapons, create bombs and significantly increase fighting strengths. Women
initially began to be recruited into Sri-Lankan rebel groups (LTTE) due to a reduced male
availability; they worked level with men until 1986 when a female only camp was opened.
They evolved as a unit and began to act as leaders when speaking of their liberation. A fine
line between warriors and dominant forces, these women often are the inspirational leaders
creating ideology, strategy and motivate fighters of which is evident in the LTTE, Chechen
Black widows and the PFLP (Mahan and Griset, 2008; Speckhard, 2008; Herath, 2012). Leila
Khaled is a prominent example of a female dominant force. In charge of the failed terrorist
hijack operation she drew much attention for the mere fact of being female. The media
accentuated her sexuality, becoming an idol in the armed struggle like her hero Che
Guevara, Khaled held the glamour as well as the ideology. Wafa Idris similarly attracted
different media attention than male counterparts; very rarely do they make headlines based
on their physical appearance. With both of these females as leading icons, this attracted
more women to the cause and initiated copycat attacks (Hearne, 2009; Sutten, 2009;
Herath, 2012). This media attention can greatly impact the organisational cause. O’Rourke
(2009) believes that by highlighting the victimisation of women in their society, the
organisations can garner sympathy from their audiences. The use of them can also make
them look less menacing and instead cause the audience to misinterpret the severity of the
threat.
Hearne (2009) depicts that female terrorists have evolved becoming more active, fanatical
and more loyal to the cause. Women have been known to aspire to have their sons become
sacrificed as martyrs. The levels of female terrorism are generally subject to change if not
increase dependent on the variable motivational factors such as oppressive government
regimes. In contrast to supporting the cause, women are effective initiators of narratives to
counter extremism, especially amongst a female audience (Vienna. OSCE, 2012). Middle
Eastern and African societies are still to recognise the constructive role of mediation that
women have the ability and skill base to complete (Olojo, 2013ba).
By abusing the gender cliché set out by the societies in which they live, women seem to still
evade suspicion and capture. It is evident that there are gender specific motivational traits
and roles they can play within an organisation and also in the countering narrative. It is
clear that there is limited understanding of this thematic, whilst we see the physical damage
that women can enact and have caused, research is very limited of a statistical nature to
show how many women fulfil these roles. When attempting to police such a complex
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matter of terrorism and the individuals involved in it, when there is clear definitive
reasoning behind gender motivations and impacting roles that are played why are current
policing strategies still unprepared.
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CHAPTER 5
‘Women as Terrorists’
An Insoluble Paradox
Reviewing the restrictions
on Counter Terrorism
Strategies, revealing why
they are unprepared?
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“The sheer complexity of the security environment in Syria should not be underestimated.
There are hundreds of active militia forces, ranging in size from a few dozen to thousands
and organized around a wide variety of local communities, ethnic and religious identities,
and political-religious ideologies. The size and relative strength of groups have varied and
will continue to vary by location and time.”
(House of Commons, Home Affairs Committee, 2014, 15)
After carefully reviewing the Counter-terrorism paper (House of Commons, Home Affairs
Committee, 2014) it is evident that whilst it reviewed terrorism as a picture it did not
specifically identify any gender specific threats. The above statement taken from this paper
determines an over generalised threat assessment which surely is difficult to police.
Similarly to academics in motivations, these strategies tend to discuss the responsibilities of
the intelligence communities but fail to identify gender as a pertinent objective to address
(Sutten, 2009). These intelligence communities are directed to identify terrorist
establishments, networks, leadership structures and financial leads, but never specifically
cater for gender as an instrument or route to combat terrorism. Current strategies appear
generalised which is problematic when women are playing a significant role in terrorism
where the trend is expected to rise and become more of a threat than a paradox.
As with research, current policing strategies have a weakness and tend to be biased. I have
established that there are various weaknesses in today’s strategies which if identified could
assist in further development for gender specific policing and curtailing of gender stereotype
exploitation. From reviewing these strategies I believe that gender profiling, media
influence, under representation of women in policing, poor understanding of available
strategies, policy and funding restraints deeply impact these policing techniques. I want to
address these in further detail to understand the impact and ways to combat.
5.1 Gender Profiling
As previously seen gender profiling allows for misinterpreted belief structures of threat
levels, it is important to note women and terror is not a new threat and remains current.
Female terrorists have been portrayed as an insoluble paradox and are interpreted as rare if
not more passive than male counterparts. Firsthand accounts have shown this not to be the
case as they are most certainly active in their motivations, the roles they play and the
devastation they have the ability to cause (Soeters, 2005; Jacques and Taylor, 2008). The
Council of Europe (2014) acknowledge that there is evidence proving that the understanding
of gender relations, individualities and disparities can help improve standard setting. The
reality that men are portrayed as the ‘standard’ human being or the norm puts policies at
risk of accidentally reinforcing gender inequalities, causing detrimental effects in the fight
against terrorism and prevention of radicalisation. By removing this layer of gender profiling
the terrorist, restricts the evolutionary opportunities for women to be used within the
terrorist cause (Soeters, 2005; Speckhard, 2008; Hearne, 2009; Illyas, 2013). Careful
consideration should be given to counter terrorism strategies to ensure that they are
designed with gender sensitivity and pull away from bias built into policing structures and
institutions. Current chauvinist western policies are unlikely to decrease female terrorism in
the short term due to lack of understanding and appreciation of female involvement. The
growing use of female attackers in terrorism may well be reversed if these target states
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adapt defence schemes accordingly taking into account the various opportunities women
offer in terms of threat as well as mediator (O’Rourke, 2009). With various areas of policing
opportunities being overlooked I want to review what strategic advances are being missed
and what weaknesses current counter terrorism strategy holds allowing women terrorists to
evade capture.
5.2 Missing Available Strategy
Efforts to understand relative impacts and changing motivations for women and terror
relationships would make a significant contribution to understanding and implementing
policing strategies targeting female terrorists (Jacques and Taylor, 2009). O’Rourke (2009)
supports this and explains that the evolutionary female terrorist is dependent on how the
target states adapt defences. The weakness of undermining the women’s advantage of
achieving surprise when breaking the gender cliché allows for the continued use of their
roles to evade security until challenged. US Law requires that all departments of state
release annual County Reports on Terrorism. Whilst this highlights a very simple example of
gender it still fails to acknowledge cultural analysis around the status of the women, the
roles played and the motivations that have driven the women’s involvement (Ness, 2008;
U.S Department of State, 2009 cited in Sutten, 2009). Contrary to this the Department of
Defence has initiated the Human Terrain System, which is used to assist military units in
understanding cultural analysis. It is used to embed social, operational and tactical units to
conduct this analysis at combatant command level (Ness, 2008; Sutten, 2009). Whilst these
are the only systems of their kind, they should be utilised beyond the compounds of the
United States and developed to assist Counter Terrorism strategies to address a global
population making the roles women play in organisations easier to observe, challenge and
police.
5.3 Poor Accountability
This network of poor intelligence sharing between various departments, organisations,
policing, governments and countries is evident with the three girls who left the UK to travel
to Syria to join the Islamic State (Sky News, 2015b). The current PREVENT strategy relies
upon partnership agencies assisting in the fight against terrorism. The policy states that
public safety is not the sole purpose of the counter terrorism command but instead is the
responsibility of members of the public, private enterprises, schools, hospitals, policing and
homeland security agencies (House of Commons, Home Affairs Committee, 2014, 58). This
vast responsibility still allowed for three young girls to ably attend school raising no
suspicions, even though a close friend who also attended the same school was radicalised
and travelled to Syria less than four months previous. Policing agencies had interviewed
these girls around the disappearance of their school friend, and neither the school nor police
portrayed these girls as being at risk or a risk to society. Families of these girls claimed to
also be unaware of their daughters being interviewed about their school friend’s
radicalisation and disappearance from the school. Three levels of security have overlooked
the severity of this situation due to poor information and intelligence sharing, yet these
platforms are central to the United Kingdom’s prevention of terrorism. I believe that these
various stages of the strategy are flawed, by having a confused hierarchy of accountability
and a reduced and very limited knowledge and understanding of the threat that they are in
place to police.
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As we have read in Chapter 3, women are motivated by significantly different reasons to
men to partake in terrorism and radicalisation. The PREVENT strategy is central in targeting
these women and redirecting them from terrorism and radicalisation opportunities.
However, I have found that this strategy is blinkered by gender stereotype and profiling,
missing vital opportunities to target each gender specifically. On observation, the strategy is
directed at men being the threat without consideration of women. The strategy generalises
on more male orientated motivational factors and fails to mention any motivation that plays
a significant role in driving women into terrorism, I wonder if this is because strategists are
limited on their understanding of the roles that women play within terrorism. The role
women play within terror and rebel groups should decide the actions taken to deter their
participation (Ness, 2008; Sutten, 2009; Home Office, 2011). By the various gender
restricting notions currently in place, this misinterpreted threat assessment will continue to
hold weaknesses that allow terrorist organisations to thrive upon. Supported by the
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (Vienna. OCSE, 2014) a better
understanding of terrorist radicalisation would benefit from enhanced interactions by
various service levels, with a view of sharing expertise, knowledge, information exchange
and knowledge of gender amongst all stakeholders this would aid in the fight to targeting
women and terror and preventing them from partaking and joining these organisations.
5.4 The Power of Media Influence
An important strategy to be considered is media, the influence it has on society can allow for
free advertisement for an organisation, can gain greater sympathy for the organisation and
provide avenues for recruitment. Websites are able to educate women on responsibilities
on ideological causes, they also offer opportunities to radicalise through social media and
internet forums. Observers of Jihadi cybercrime have witnessed an increase in forums
dedicated to mujahidat (female combatants) linked to the ideology of Al Qaeda and Islamic
State (Sutten, 2009). Whilst hard to police, it is important to note as an available strategy
that the media are able to change societal opinion and organisation cause. Evident with the
Chechen Rebels, when 1,200 children, parents and teachers were taken hostage, the media
reports enabled a drastic change in social opinion which caused the Chechen rebels to
refrain from committing any more suicide attacks as they did not believe that they were
efficient in achieving their cause (Speckhard, 2008).
The ignorance to the threat of women and terror is dangerous to society, as proven the
threat is not a new phenomenon yet policing strategies over time still underestimate
women and are unprepared in policy. Women are able to abuse their social stereotype to
assist the terrorist cause, whilst agencies, government and the media continue to overlook
their severity, they will continue to be used as a tactical advantage. As previously
mentioned women are used in terrorism but are also effective in its policing and curtailment
process. Female representation in these organisations is substantially different from their
male counterparts and dependent on social surroundings they are often underrepresented
in policing agencies.
5.5 Under Representation of Women in Policing
In the Middle East women appear to be politically well represented, the Afghan Parliament
Lower House has a higher rate of female involvement than most of the world’s governing
bodies including the US Congress. Whilst impressive, these female representatives lack any
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decision making power. They are rarely and usually not considered to be of great social
standing to hold debates or argue in politics and law.
This under representation is also relevant to frontline policing. The gender mainstreaming
restraints experienced by women extends to working environments often making it
problematic for male colleagues to view women as capable equivalents in performance and
conventional policing functions. Within the 453,901 officers of the Pakistani police force
only 0.89% are women. Only 89 of these 4,039 female officers served at higher ranks, they
rarely received support or training from male chauvinist leaders, creating further barriers
often making it challenging for women to report and investigate offences providing limited
professionalisation (Institute for Inclusive Security, 2014). Even when under suspicion,
airport security services often struggle to recruit enough women to carry out warranted
searches of women. With the already reduced chance of attracting suspicion due to artificial
stereotyping there is also a reduced capacity of women being stopped and searched creating
greater loopholes (Hearne, 2009). The Daughters of Iraq are attempting to combat this area
by quelling the presence of Al Qaeda, conducting searches at schools, government buildings,
offices and banks. As of August 2008, over 500 women have joined the 90,000 members of
Sons of Iraq to assist in additional security (Sutten, 2009). Sutten (2009) believed that
Policewomen improve the operational effectiveness of police forces especially those in
gender marginalised societies. These female officers have the capacity to build trust and
confidence within female communities and are the only gender allowed to tend to female
victims due to prohibitive traditions. These efficient relationships open opportunities for
more trusted reporting by female victims who are frequently trapped in chauvinist societies
(Soeters, 2005; Sutten, 2009; Hearne, 2009; Institute for Inclusive Security, 2014).
Conversely, in Nigeria, senior officials ignored proposals for women to play a constructive
role in counter terrorism policy acting as mediators (Olojo, 2013b; Leede, 2014).
5.6 Women as Mediators
“Often viewed as the keepers of the family values and morals, women impart this knowledge
to the younger generation. They are able to continuously repackage, reshape and reuse
cultural traits as well as instil indoctrinated ideologies as the influential figure, trusted as a
mother since birth”.
(Sutten, 2009, 27)
Sutten (2009) has displayed the powers and influence that women can hold in society.
Whilst against gender traditions in various cultures, these are still opportunities that are
being missed by counter terrorism strategies even in developed western civilisations.
Women have the ability to be more influential in fostering a terrorist environment but also
have the ability to prevent radicalisation and extremism (Davis, 2006; Hearne, 2009).
Hearne (2009) believes that women should be singled out for their potential to de-radicalise
family relations, as depicted by Sutten (2009) they are trusted members of the community
and family. I am aware that the Metropolitan Police Service has called for women to assist
with information sharing about families travelling to Syrian conflict in their programme,
Credible Voices, but these are still small steps into ensuring that the skills of a woman’s
influence is not overlooked (BBC News UK, 2014; Institute for Strategic Dialogue, 2014; Kent,
2015). Martin (2010) supported by the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(Vienna. OSCE, 2012) indicate that women should be involved in the full range of activities
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available to men, inclusive of community allowances, political and law enforcement. By
becoming role models, they have the ability to influence their personal and social
surroundings, in line with their trusting stereotyped nature, in a productive manner assisting
security agencies. Sutten (2009) goes further establishing that by women having the ability
to partake in political circumstances such as voting, holding office and developing policy,
they are able to ensure that the voices of women are heard and that programmes are
developed to meet with specific needs. In Hounslow, the Empowering Muslim Women
Initiative has enabled Muslim women to challenge stereotypes and taboos, whilst
addressing misconceptions about them in society. This project to prevent extremism and
create social networks involving economic participation, empowerment of women, including
civic participation, has allowed these Muslim women to become peer mentors for other
women and young people (Great Britain. Department for Communities and Local
Government, 2008). Whilst this is in direct conflict with many traditional and religious
gender marginalisations this further restricts the ability of terrorist organisation to abuse the
weaknesses that society instils on these women pushing them into radical regimes.
Worldwide various programmes are taking place to thrive on the skills that women employ
in their families and communities. In Saudi Arabia, the Best Mother Award programme
ensures a stable environment for raising the children of terrorists. This was invented to
draw the children away from the terrorist environment and further radicalisation also
preventing the parent falling into recidivism. Their thematic is, if extremism can begin with
a family’s involvement, it has the power to end that way too (Hearne, 2009). Sageman
(2004, cited in Davis, 2006) critiques this theory and negates the developmental maternal
influence, suggesting that the shift towards radicalisation only occurs during adulthood. As
has been displayed throughout chapter 3, driving factors can occur throughout various ages
and familial influence plays an important dualistic factor in the radicalisation and the
prevention of extremism on the individual. It is important not to exploit this strength as has
been witnessed in Lebanese forces that captured an Islamic State militant’s wife and
children to be used as bargaining tools for hostage release. This is a very negative use of
women by Counter Terrorism agencies, by exploiting their strengths of power this creates a
larger gap in the understanding and correct use of these specialist skills (Hughes, 2014).
I wonder if this under representation of women in government, frontline policing, security,
mediation and prevention is the reasoning behind the rare scrutiny into women’s
involvement into criminal activity. It is very easy for male leaders to overlook, misinterpret
and underestimate the various roles that women play and what motivates these women to
partake in terrorism. With greater female presence in both policing and leadership roles
they can target the belief of women and terror being an insoluble paradox. They can utilitise
skills that can easily draw these women away from radicalisation and cease to be
unprepared for the paradox in which society has presented.
5.7 Bureaucracy
I am aware that to police the area of women and gender requires further research, time and
money. Whilst in a time of bureaucratic austerity, prevention strategies that are to keep
generations of people safe should fully cater for the threat in hand. I do not believe that
current strategies are prepared, nor do I think they understand or appreciate the threat
level of women and terror. The United Kingdom is the second largest bilateral donor to the
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crisis in Syria with its current funding standing at over £600million (The Rt Hon Theresa May
MP, 2014 cited in Kent, 2015). This scale of money should be better invested into
understanding the threat, when various academics have covered this research in depth and
made it available, I am at a loss as to why it is not being acknowledged and implemented in
Counter Terrorism strategies.
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CHAPTER 6

‘Women as Terrorists’
An Insoluble Paradox

Concluding Remarks
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Terrorism is universally feared and is a psychological weapon. It is aimed at civilians, with
the hope of influencing governments to enact change. The target society’s opinion of
women capable of extremism in the receiving population is crucial to how they can be useful
or detrimental for the terrorist cause. Women will continue to be involved in terrorism
because of the tactical and strategic advantages they can provide terrorist organisations. As
a result of exploiting the gender cliché they can abuse the social stigma placed upon them to
assist in radical ideologies. Their participation in terrorist organisations exponentially raises
the threat providing increased fighting strength, a camouflaged tactical advantage,
increased media attention and distinctive psychological impacts on target states. Women
are typically better terrorists than men because societies relate them to a weaker and nonviolent stigma allowing them to remain undetected by security forces (Speckhard, 2008;
Hearne, 2009; Sutten, 2009; Thiel, 2009; Sofer and Addison, 2012).
Whilst portrayed as a nurturing female they are misrepresented in threat assessments and
target audiences enabling women to be capable of committing terrorist attacks with no or
little suspicion, making them invisible to policing and prevention (Davis, 2006; Nacos, 2008).
By addressing and integrating gender into counter terrorism and prevention policies this will
eliminate women as assets, which will greatly enhance our ability to curtail their
involvement in terrorist organisations. Considering social factors, contextual information
and understanding the gaps between gender specific roles and motivations, will stop policies
being led on stereotypical assumptions and misconceptions that violent radicalisation and
extremism only concerns men, which does not address the realities of the threat (Davis,
2006; Jacques and Taylor, 2008; Sutten, 2009; Council of Europe; 2014).
When I began my research into UK counter terrorism strategies, I relied heavily upon the
internet and bibliographies of various government papers. These were very limited in their
breadth to critique, of which I directly contacted the Home Office to complete enquiries
requesting information on what was the fundamental research of current Counter Terrorism
strategies to date and what if any were gender specific. Whilst there was a delay in
response, I was made aware that this area of policing holds a significant level of sensitivity, a
very political generalised response and referrals to differing agencies. The Home Office are
central to the research for UK specific Counter Terrorism strategies. This confused hierarchy
of accountability, which is blinded by the argument of sensitivity and transparency leads me
to question how effective their prevention techniques really are. Especially when the
partnerships relied upon to assist in its execution are confused by the same accountability,
sensitivity and issues of transparency which fail to comprehend, understand, recognise and
distribute the genuine threat specifics. This ignorance of female involvement and failure to
address gender in counter terrorism policies bears unacceptable consequences (Sutten,
2009; Thiel, 2009).
Terrorism is an equal opportunities employer; the stigmas deemed to weaken women’s
equality only strengthens their success as terrorists. Women clearly play multiple roles in
the terrorist realm, which is why they must also have an enhanced contribution to the
design and implementation of prevention and counter measures. By providing increased
liaison in a worldwide community, they can provide feedback on initiatives and narratives
especially in women audiences (Hearne, 2009; Council of Europe, 2014).
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If we want to protect our society then we cannot ignore half of the world’s population,
countries can influence women’s involvement in terrorism by making changes in social,
political and economic environments. For effective solutions, these changes must not be
implemented in a western manner, instead defined with appropriate social context. With
extensive cultural analysis to accurately determine the roles of women in society,
programmes can be implemented to improve social environments, education of women,
gender equality in work and home environments to discourage radical and violent
involvement. The value of women should be capitalised upon and not social stigma (Jacques
and Taylor, 2008; Speckhard, 2008; Sutten, 2009; Leede, 2014).
Whilst various academics and historical fact have defined that female terrorists are not a
paradox or a new phenomenon, it requires a dramatic shift in the mindset of society and
security forces to view men and women as equal adversaries in the terrorist realm.
Considered as the insoluble paradox this gender bias influences misconceptions, bad policy
and social relativism hindering the effectiveness of counter terrorism strategies and
prevention techniques allowing for terrorist organisations to exploit the gender cliché
leaving women as camouflaged assets to their cause (Beyler, 2003; Thiel, 2009; Council of
Europe, 2014).
“Women have channelled the frustration imposed by their roles in society into a criminal
behaviour. Within a terrorist infrastructure, they think they can exploit their dynamic not as
a woman, but as human beings. This is where mistakes lie; they will always be defined by
their gender, and will be used because society perceives them as a more gentle and innocent
appearance rather than an intrinsic quality”.
(Beyler, 2003)
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